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Front Hooks 6s to make 7s 

M 

M-ADDERS MADDERS ADDEMRS MADDER, perennial herb [n] 

M-ADDING MADDING ADDGIMN MAD, to madden (to make or become mad) [v] 

M-AGNATE MAGNATE AAEGMNT powerful or influential person [n -S] 

M-AILING MAILING AGIILMN rented farm [n -S] / MAIL, to send by governmental postal system [v] 

M-AIMERS MAIMERS AEIMMRS MAIMER, one that maims (to injure so as to cause lasting damage) [n] 

M-AIMING MAIMING AGIIMMN MAIM, to injure so as to cause lasting damage [v] 

M-ALATES MALATES AAELMST MALATE, chemical salt [n] 

M-ALIGNS MALIGNS AGILMNS MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

M-ALINES MALINES AEILMNS MALINE, delicate net used for veils [n] 

M-ALLEES MALLEES AEELLMS MALLEE, evergreen tree [n] 

M-ALLOWS MALLOWS ALLMOSW MALLOW, flowering plant [n] 

M-ANGELS MANGELS AEGLMNS MANGEL, variety of beet [n] 

M-ANGERS MANGERS AEGMNRS MANGER, trough or box from which horses or cattle eat [n] 

M-ANGLED MANGLED ADEGLMN MANGLE, to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure [v] 

M-ANGLER MANGLER AEGLMNR one that mangles (to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure) [n -S] 

M-ANGLES MANGLES AEGLMNS MANGLE, to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure [v] 

M-ARCHED MARCHED ACDEHMR MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

M-ARCHER MARCHER ACEHMRR one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n -S] 

M-ARCHES MARCHES ACEHMRS MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

M-ARGENT MARGENT AEGMNRT to margin (to provide with margin (border)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

M-ARROWS MARROWS AMORRSW MARROW, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

M-ARROWY MARROWY AMORRWY pithy (concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words))) [adj] 

M-ASCONS MASCONS ACMNOSS MASCON, concentration of dense mass beneath moon's surface [n] 

M-ASCOTS MASCOTS ACMOSST MASCOT, person, animal, or object believed to bring good luck [n] 

M-ASHING MASHING AGHIMNS MASH, to reduce to pulpy mass [v] 

M-ASKERS MASKERS AEKMRSS MASKER, one that wears mask [n] 

M-ASKING MASKING AGIKMNS piece of scenery used to conceal parts of stage from audience [n -S] / MASK, to cover with mask (covering used to disguise face) [v] 

M-ASTERS MASTERS AEMRSST MASTER, to become skilled in [v] 

M-AXILLA MAXILLA AAILLMX upper jaw or jawbone [n -S, -E] 

M-ELDERS MELDERS DEELMRS MELDER, amount of grain ground at one time [n] 

M-EMBERS MEMBERS BEEMMRS MEMBER, distinct part of whole [n] 

M-EMETIC MEMETIC CEEIMMT MEME, idea or practice that spreads from person to person [adj] 

M-ENDERS MENDERS DEEMNRS MENDER, one that mends (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [n] 

M-ENDING MENDING DEGIMNN accumulation of articles to be mended [n -S] / MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition) [v] 

M-ETHANE METHANE AEEHMNT flammable gas [n -S] 

M-ETHOXY METHOXY EHMOTXY containing certain chemical group [adj] 

M-ETHYLS METHYLS EHLMSTY METHYL, univalent radical [n] 

M-IFFIER MIFFIER EFFIIMR MIFFY, easily annoyed [adj] 

M-INGLES MINGLES EGILMNS MINGLE, to mix together [v] 

M-INIONS MINIONS IIMNNOS MINION, servile follower [n] 

M-INTERS MINTERS EIMNRST MINTER, one that mints (to produce by stamping metal, as coins) [n] 

M-OCKERS MOCKERS CEKMORS MOCKER, one that mocks (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n] 

M-OILERS MOILERS EILMORS MOILER, one that moils (to work hard) [n] 

M-OILING MOILING GIILMNO MOIL, to work hard [v] 
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M-OLLIES MOLLIES EILLMOS MOLLY, mollie (tropical fish) [n] / MOLLIE [n] 

M-OMENTA MOMENTA AEMMNOT MOMENTUM, force of movement [n] 

M-ORALLY MORALLY ALLMORY in moral manner [adv] 

M-ORGANS MORGANS AGMNORS MORGAN, unit of distance between genes [n] 

M-ORPHIC MORPHIC CHIMOPR pertaining to form [adj] 

M-OTHERS MOTHERS EHMORST MOTHER, to give birth to [v] 

M-OUCHED MOUCHED CDEHMOU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

M-OUCHES MOUCHES CEHMOSU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

M-UDDERS MUDDERS DDEMRSU MUDDER, racehorse that runs well on muddy track [n] 

M-UMBLES MUMBLES BELMMSU MUMBLE, to speak unclearly [v] 

M-UMMING MUMMING GIMMMNU performance of folk play by mummers [n -S] / MUM, to act in disguise [v] / MUMM [v] 

M-UMPING MUMPING GIMMNPU MUMP, to beg (to plead (to ask for earnestly)) [v] 

M-URINES MURINES EIMNRSU MURINE, any of family of small rodents [n] 

M-USEFUL MUSEFUL EFLMSUU pensive (engaged in deep thought) [adj] 

M-USHERS MUSHERS EHMRSSU MUSHER, one that mushes (to travel over snow with dog sled) [n] 

M-UTTERS MUTTERS EMRSTTU MUTTER, to speak unclearly [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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M 

M-ACERATE MACERATE AACEEMRT to soften by soaking in liquid [v -D, -TING, -S] 

M-ADWOMAN MADWOMAN AADMMNOW woman who is insane [n -MEN] 

M-ADWOMEN MADWOMEN ADEMMNOW woman who is insane [n] 

M-AGNATES MAGNATES AAEGMNST MAGNATE, powerful or influential person [n] 

M-ALIGNED MALIGNED ADEGILMN MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

M-ALIGNER MALIGNER AEGILMNR one that maligns (to speak evil of) [n -S] 

M-ANGLERS MANGLERS AEGLMNRS MANGLER, one that mangles (to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure) [n] 

M-ANGLING MANGLING AGGILMNN MANGLE, to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure [v] 

M-ARCHERS MARCHERS ACEHMRRS MARCHER, one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n] 

M-ARCHING MARCHING ACGHIMNR MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

M-ARGENTS MARGENTS AEGMNRST MARGENT, to margin (to provide with margin (border)) [v] 

M-ARROWED MARROWED ADEMORRW MARROW, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

M-ASKINGS MASKINGS AGIKMNSS MASKING, piece of scenery used to conceal parts of stage from audience [n] 

M-AXILLAE MAXILLAE AAEILLMX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

M-AXILLAS MAXILLAS AAILLMSX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

M-EAGERER MEAGERER AEEEGMRR MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adj] 

M-EAGERLY MEAGERLY AEEGLMRY MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adv] 

M-EMETICS MEMETICS CEEIMMST study of memes and their effects [n] 

M-ENDINGS MENDINGS DEGIMNNS MENDING, accumulation of articles to be mended [n] 

M-ENOLOGY MENOLOGY EGLMNOOY ecclesiastical calendar [n -GIES] 

M-ERISTIC MERISTIC CEIIMRST made up of segments [adj] 

M-ETHANAL METHANAL AAEHLMNT formaldehyde [n -S] 

M-ETHANES METHANES AEEHMNST METHANE, flammable gas [n] 

M-ETHANOL METHANOL AEHLMNOT toxic alcohol [n -S] 

M-ETHOXYL METHOXYL EHLMOTXY methoxy (containing certain chemical group) [adj] 
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M-ETHYLIC METHYLIC CEHILMTY METHYL, univalent radical [adj] 

M-IFFIEST MIFFIEST EFFIIMST MIFFY, easily annoyed [adj] 

M-ISOGAMY MISOGAMY AGIMMOSY hatred of marriage [n -MIES] 

M-OATLIKE MOATLIKE AEIKLMOT suggestive of moat [adj] 

M-OMENTUM MOMENTUM EMMMNOTU force of movement [n -S, -TA] 

M-ORALISM MORALISM AILMMORS practice of moralizing [n -S] 

M-ORALIST MORALIST AILMORST teacher of morality [n -S] 

M-ORALITY MORALITY AILMORTY conformity to rules of right conduct [n -TIES] 

M-ORATORY MORATORY AMOORRTY authorizing delay of payment [adj] 

M-ORRISES MORRISES EIMORRSS MORRIS, English folk dance [n] 

M-OTHERED MOTHERED DEEHMORT MOTHER, to give birth to [v] 

M-OUCHING MOUCHING CGHIMNOU MOUCH, to mooch (to obtain without paying) [v] 

M-UTTERED MUTTERED DEEMRTTU MUTTER, to speak unclearly [v] 

M-UTTERER MUTTERER EEMRRTTU one that mutters (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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M 

M-ACERATED  MACERATED AACDEEMRT MACERATE, to soften by soaking in liquid [v] 

M-ACRODONT  MACRODONT ACDMNOORT having large teeth [adj] 

M-ALIGNERS  MALIGNERS AEGILMNRS MALIGNER, one that maligns (to speak evil of) [n] 

M-ALIGNING  MALIGNING AGGIILMNN MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

M-ARROWING  MARROWING AGIMNORRW MARROW, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

M-AXILLARY  MAXILLARY AAILLMRXY pyramid-shaped sinus [n -RIES] 

M-EAGEREST  MEAGEREST AEEEGMRST MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adj] 

M-ETHANALS  METHANALS AAEHLMNST METHANAL, formaldehyde [n] 

M-ETHANOLS  METHANOLS AEHLMNOST METHANOL, toxic alcohol [n] 

M-ETHYLATE  METHYLATE AEEHLMTTY mix or impregnate with methanol or methylated spirit [v -D, -TING, -S] 

M-ETHYLENE  METHYLENE EEEHLMNTY colorless gas that fluoresces [n -S] 

M-IFFINESS  MIFFINESS EFFIIMNSS state of being miffy (easily annoyed) [n -ES] 

M-OMENTUMS  MOMENTUMS EMMMNOSTU MOMENTUM, force of movement [n] 

M-ORALISMS  MORALISMS AILMMORSS MORALISM, practice of moralizing [n] 

M-ORALISTS  MORALISTS AILMORSST MORALIST, teacher of morality [n] 

M-OTHERING  MOTHERING EGHIMNORT MOTHER, to give birth to [v] / [n -S] 

M-UTTERERS  MUTTERERS EEMRRSTTU MUTTERER, one that mutters (to speak unclearly) [n] 

M-UTTERING  MUTTERING EGIMNRTTU MUTTER, to speak unclearly [v] / [n -S] 
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